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A wrongful death lawsuit has been fled against Ridgeland Assisted Living
(Mississippi) and its parent company Emeritus Corporation following an incidnet
at the facility when a dementia patient fell from a second story window.
The lawsuit, fled by the daughter of the deceased resident, claims that despite
multiple assurances from the facility, they failed to supervise and provide
necessary safguards to keep the 83-year-old safe.
According to the lawsuit (see PDF version below: Diane Phillips individually and
on behalf of the wrongful death beneftiaries of Merle Fall v. Ridgeland Assisted
Living LLC and Emeritus Corp.), Ms. Fall was admitteded to Ridgeland on
February 25, 2010 with known problems related to Alzheimer's / dementia and
a history of wandering from home.
Also at the time of admission, Ms. Phillips was assured by an employee of
Ridgeland, Ashley Martin, that the facility was capable of safely caring for her
mother and the facility would take the necessary steps to keep her mother safe.
Three days later, Ms. Phillips visited her mother to fnd her in a flthy condition
with dirty clothes and was also informed by Ridgeland staf that her mother
attemped to climb out of her second story room. Again, Ridgeland assured Ms.
Philips that it was capable of safely caring for her mother and they would take
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the necessary safeguards-- such as installation of window locks-- to keep her
mother safe.
Depsite the assurances of safety, Merle Fall fell from a second story window on
March 6, 2010-- just weeks after her previous attempt to get out of the
window. Ms. Fall sustained mutiple injuries including: a compound fracture of
the left ankle and a subdural hematoma. On March 9, 2010, Ms. Fall died from
her injuries at a nearby hospital.
In addition to seeking compsatory damages of atleast $500,000, the Complaint
also seeks punitive damages from each defendant for their reckless conduct in
failing to take the necessary safeguards to protect an exceptionally vulnerable
senior.
The Complaint is fled by my colleage attorney Philip Thomas. Interestingly, at
the time this lawsuit was fled, this Emeritus facility failed to provide Ms. Fall's
medical records as they were obligated to do under Mississippi law when
presented with a valid request.
Broken Promises
Too often facilities--- nursing homes and assisted living--- put their census
numbers ahead of the patient's well-being. As Philip does a nice job of
articulatinging this lawsuit, he specifcally names the Emeritus employee who
assured the family that their loved one would be well cared for.
Time will tell, but if the allegations made in this complaint prove to be true,
there certainly appears to be circumstnaces necessary to incite a jury to award
substantial punitive damages due to both the facilities gross negligence and
outward assurances.
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